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Fine Motor Fun! 

Easter Egg Craft! Using tissue paper, 

construction paper, or other materials you 

have around the house. Draw a large oval 

and cut out. Draw on design (zig-zag, dots, 

stripes). Tear small pieces of tissue or 

construction paper, scrunch up into paper 

balls, glue on making designs to cover the 

egg.  

 

 

Writing Corner 

Select a prompt to write about.  

-If the Easter bunny needed help, 

who would he ask to help deliver 

treats to people? 

-What is your favorite Easter 

tradition? 

-How do you decorate Easter 

eggs? 

If you want some extra  

practice, type your setences. 

 

Visual Skills  

Try the Hidden pictures and 

Find and Color games below- 

found on the next two pages! 

Use your visual skills to find 

all of the pictures! Who can  

find them the fastest?? 

 

Sensory Engagement  

Who doesn’t need a place to get 

away? Make a quiet break area at 

home using sheets, blankets, 

pillows, etc. Some kids like to take 

breaks by making a fort or carving 

out a quiet zone in a closet. Deep 

pressure is calming- try a weighted 

blanket if you have one, if not a 

heavy comforter can also work! 

 

Life Skills! 

Extra time at home is a great 

opportunity to work on fine 

motor skills for buttons, zippers, 

and shoe tying. Look through 

drawers and closets to find some 

clothing and coats with different 

kinds of buttons, snaps, and 

zippers to practice. Many of us 

were also practicing shoe tying 

at school. Here is a good video 

from YouTube for practice at 

home. 

https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=JKFu-2gjjo0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKFu-2gjjo0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKFu-2gjjo0
https://lifehacks.stackexchange.com/questions/213/how-do-i-prevent-pencils-from-breaking
https://lifehacks.stackexchange.com/questions/213/how-do-i-prevent-pencils-from-breaking
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Easter Egg Spoon Race-Take a plastic egg and put it on a tablespoon or serving 

spoon. Carry the spoon with one hand, keeping it level so that the egg doesn’t 

drop.  Try making a course around your house and time how long it takes for you to 

walk with the egg on the spoon.  Add a 10 second penalty for every time you drop the 

egg or cheat and hold the egg with your other hand. Try walking up and down the 

stairs, outside on the grass or sidewalk, over or around obstacles, etc. 

 


